RESS.
RUSSELL ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEMS

YOUR NUMBER ONE SECURITY PROVIDER

PROACTIVE CCTV
MAINTENANCE.
Ensuring your CCTV is working when
you need it most.

AUTOMATED

RAPID

LIVE STATUS
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PROTECTING
PEOPLE, ASSETS
AND BUILDINGS.

RESS.

Your CCTV systems are used to protect
your people, assets, and buildings.
We want to ensure it stays that way,
which is why we offer a maintenance
service with a difference.
Our unique Proactive CCTV Maintenance
checking service ensures your CCTV
systems are operational 24/7.
By monitoring and detecting CCTV issues
around the clock, and reporting them
directly to your CCTV maintainers’ service
team, so they can be resolved before
they become critical.

HOW DOES
IT WORK?
By automatically connecting to your
CCTV systems remotely every hour, we
are able to retrieve diagnostic and
operational information.

YOUR NUMBER ONE SECURITY PROVIDER

WHAT IS
PROACTIVE
MAINTENANCE?
Proactive CCTV Maintenance from RESS
Ltd is an innovative way to ensure the
operation of your CCTV systems.
By targeting systems identified with
issues, we can reduce system downtime
and your security risks.

This information is automatically
analysed and issues are reported to our
support team, who verify and fix them
remotely. If a remote fix isn’t possible, we
contact your CCTV maintainer to
schedule a service visit to your site.
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WHY PROACTIVE
MAINTENANCE?
Problems with security systems could be
putting your company at risk if they are not
detected and rectified in a timely manner.

KEY
BENEFITS.

Traditional annual maintenance can leave
you vulnerable between service visits, and
relies on someone on site to discover and
report faults, often after an incident has
occurred.

AUTOMATED CHECKS
Scheduled maintenance routine.

RAPID RESPONSE
24/7 remote fault notification.

CUSTOMER REPORTS
Daily system status emails.

Proactive CCTV Maintenance checking from
RESS Ltd identifies and reports issues
automatically, reducing your vulnerability
when systems are faulty.
By monitoring and detecting CCTV issues
around the clock, and reporting them
directly to your CCTV maintainers’ service
team, so they can be resolved before they
become critical.

ROUTINE CHECKS
Faults, tampering and vandalism.

IMAGE INTEGRITY

Daily checks on camera image quality.

LIVE STATUS

Available on any mobile device.

SECURE

Works behind any firewall.

SCALEABLE

Monitor an unlimited number of sites.

EFFICIENCY

Reduced system downtime.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
OUR UNIQUE PROACTIVE CCTV
MAINTENANCE CHECKING
SERVICE, AND SEE HOW IT CAN
REDUCE YOUR CCTV
DOWNTIME AND RISK.
( 0844 4152267 ) 07477 658751

RESS.
Suite 5A
156 Hockley Hill
Birmingham
West Midlands
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